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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1
Background
This scoping study of the West Lakeshore Drive/Prim Road intersection is sponsored by the
Town of Colchester and the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC).
Previous studies of this intersection include a Scoping Study of the VT Route 127 corridor in
Colchester by Dufresne-Henry in October 2001. That was performed as a follow up to the
Route 127 Corridor Study completed by Dubois & King in 1998. The Dufresne-Henry Scoping
Study examined specific locations along Route 127 that had previously been identified as having
the highest priority and need for improvement.
The West Lakeshore Drive/Prim Road intersection was identified as one of the critical
intersections, with a need for geometric and traffic control improvements. Alternatives were
developed at that time and analyzed for a potential construction year of 2003, a design year of
2013 plus a design year of 2018 that included four different construction scenarios for the
Circumferential Highway (CIRC). There have been no improvements made to the intersection
since the 2001 Scoping Study was completed. The original design year is now less than a year
away, and further construction of the original CIRC was essentially put on indefinate hold in
May 2011. In its place, the CCRPC is coordinating, on behalf of the State, a process to identify
projects and planning activities which would aid in meeting the original Purpose and Need of
the CIRC, which broadly stated are to increase mobility, reduce congestion, improve safety and
promote economic development.
Since May 2011, CCRPC staff has been coordinating with VTrans and the “CIRC Communities”
(Colchester, Essex, Essex Junction, and Williston) to identify CIRC Alternative Projects. During
this process the Town of Colchester requested that the previous intersection scoping study be
updated based on current traffic volumes and conditions without the CIRC Highway. The
preferred alternative from this study will then be included in one of the future rounds for
design and construction of the CIRC Alternative projects.
1.2
Study Area
This study focuses on the West Lakeshore Drive/Prim Road intersection and its approaches.
Figure 1 shows the location of the project study area in Colchester.
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FIGURE 1 – STUDY AREA
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2.0

EXISTING CONDITIONS

2.1
Functional Classification
Both West Lakeshore Dr and Prim Rd are Class 2 town highways (TH #1 and 10, respectively).
West Lakeshore Dr east of this intersection and Prim Rd are are also federal aid urban streets
(FAU 5600) and part of VT Route 127. Prim Rd and West Lakeshore Dr east of this intersection
function as urban minor arterials, and form a key commuter route linking Malletts Bay and the
north end of Burlington with other parts of Colchester, Winooski, Essex and other destinations
in northern Chittenden County.
West Lakeshore Dr west of this intersection is a federal aid urban street (FAU 5606) and
functions as an urban major collector.
2.2
Traffic Control
Traffic is presently controlled by a stop sign on the Prim Rd approach to West Lakeshore Dr.
The posted speed limit is 35 mph on both Prim Rd and to the west on West Lakeshore Dr. To
the east on West Lakeshore Dr, the speed limit reduces to 25 mph. A speed study conducted
on Prim Rd by the CCMPO in July 2009 indicated 85th percentile speeds of 41 mph for
northbound traffic and 43 mph for southbound traffic. The 85th percentile speed is the speed
at which 85 percent of vehicles are traveling at or below, and is used as a primary measure in
setting speed limits.
2.3
Roadway Geometry
West Lakeshore Dr east of Prim Rd is a 30 ft wide paved two-lane roadway having 11 ft wide
lanes and 4 ft wide paved shoulders. West of Prim Rd on West Lakeshore Dr, the shoulders
reduce to 2-3 ft wide, reducing the total pavement width to 26-28 ft. Prim Rd is a 28 ft wide
paved two-lane roadway having 11 ft wide travel lanes with 3 ft wide paved shoulders. As it
approaches West Lakeshore Dr, Prim Rd widens to provide separate left and right-turn lanes.
Those lanes are 10 ft wide and provide 130 ft of storage length. Both West Lakeshore Dr and
Prim Rd have a double yellow centerline and white edge lines along both sides. Figure 2 shows
the existing intersection and its geometry.
Available intersection sight distances from Prim Rd extend well over 1,200 ft to the east
(towards Bayside), and "1,000 feet to the west (towards Marble Island Rd). These sight
distances exceed the recommended sight distances of 390 ft and 335 ft for vehicles turning left
and right respectively from Prim Rd at the higher posted speed limit of 35 mph.
2.4
Roadway Alignment & Topography
Both Prim Rd and West Lakeshore Dr are relatively straight and level within the project area.
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FIGURE 2
EXISTING CONDITIONS

2.5
Drainage / Hydraulics
Drainage from both roadways in the vicinity of this intersection generally runs off the
pavement into roadside swales and/or low areas. Stormwater then infiltrates into the
prevailing sandy soils in the immediate area of the intersection. There are concrete drywell
storm structures on the southeast and southwest corners of the intersection. During a site visit
with Town staff on April 25, 2012, both structures appeared to be completely full and the
grates were silted over at the top. The survey and plans prepared by Dufresne Henry for the
VT 127 Scoping Study in 2001 showed unknown lengths of pipe (presumably perforated pipe)
leading out of the drywell structures. Except for driveway culverts, there are no other storm
structures, pipes or storm ponds within the road rights-of-way in the study area.
2.6
Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
A 5 ft wide concrete sidewalk begins at this intersection, and extends along the south side of
West Lakeshore Dr to the east. There are no sidewalks on Prim Road or crosswalks at this
intersection. A separate scoping report is presently underway for a future off-road bike path
to the west along West Lakeshore Dr from Prim Rd to the existing Holy Cross Rd bike path
presently ending at Church Rd. The selected preferred alternative will locate this future bike
path on the south side of West Lakeshore Dr.
The entire length of West Lakeshore Dr is a designated on-road facility in the CCRPC Regional
Pedestrian and Bicycle Plan. The minimum width of a designated bike lane is 4 ft; with 5 ft
being preferred1.
Prim Rd is classified as a “common route not designated” on-road facility. This means it is
commonly used for on-road bicycle travel, but may not have adequate shoulder or be signed for
bicycle travel. The minimum paved shoulder width for bicycle use for this type of facility is 3
ft2,3.
2.7
Utilities
Overhead electric and telephone lines run along utility poles located on the west side of Prim
Rd and primarily on the north side of West Lakeshore Dr.
There are Colchester Fire District #2 water mains along the south side of West Lakeshore Dr
and along the west side of Prim Rd. There is also a VT Gas natural gas line along the east side
of Prim Road and the north side of West Lakeshore Dr.
2.8
Right-of-Way
West Lakeshore Dr and Prim Rd both have 49.5 ft (3 rod) wide right-of-ways centered on the existing
roadways. Where they meet at this intersection the right-of-ways intersect at “square” corners. The
existing pavement in the corners extends outside of those right-of-way limits. Because this has
existed for so long and the Town has maintained those corners, a prescriptive easement may have
been effectively established for them.

1

Pedestrian and Bicycle Facility and Planning Design Manual, VTrans, 2002, Fig. 4-6 &
Table 4-7
2
Pedestrian and Bicycle Facility and Planning Design Manual, VTrans, 2002, Fig. 4-17 &
Table 4-10
3
Vermont State Standards, VTrans, 1997, Table 4.7
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2.9
Land Use
All but one of the properties immediately adjacent to the intersection have been developed
with commercial buildings and/or uses. The exception is the Coates property in the southwest
corner, which is undeveloped. Further distant from the intersection are several residential
properties, primarily on West Lakeshore Dr to the west.
2.10
Traffic Volumes
Automatic traffic recorder counts (7-day counts) have been performed on each of the three
approaches of this intersection by both VTrans and the CCMPO. The results are summarized in
Table 1.

TABLE 1 - Traffic Volume Summary
Peak Hour Volumes

Location

Count
Station

AADT

AM

PM

Prim Rd

COLC18 (Jul 2009)

9,600 vpd

686 vph

1,059 vph

West Lakeshore Dr D088 (May 2005) 15,400 vpd 1,451 vph 1,674 vph
(east of Prim Rd) COLC28 (Aug 2005) 14,100 vpd 1,045 vph 1,394 vph
West Lakeshore Dr
COLC21 (Aug 2008) 7,100 vpd
(west of Prim Rd)

439 vph

Daily Peak
Trucks Trucks
--

--

7.4%
--

9.0%
--

--

--

754 vph

The differences in the daily and peak hour volumes shown in Table 1 between the two counts
perfomed in 2005 on the east approach of this West Lakeshore Dr near this intersection are
substantial. We believe that much of this difference can be attributed to additional schoolrelated traffic traveling West Lakeshore Dr during the school year.
VTrans also conducted a twelve hour turning movement count at the intersection on July 14,
2009, while the CCMPO conducted morning and afternoon peak period counts more recently on
August 3, 2010. These counts were factored to design hour traffic volumes using data from
continuous traffic count (CTC) station D040 located on US Route 7 in Colchester. The design
hour volume (DHV) is the 30th highest hourly traffic volume that occurs on a roadway in a given
year. This volume is used to evaluate traffic congestion conditions. The design hour volume
was calculated using DHV calculation guidelines published by VTrans. Figure 3 shows adjusted
year 2012 morning and afternoon peak hour volumes. The raw count and DHV calculations are
included in Appendix 1.
2.11
Future Traffic Growth
Average annual daily traffic (AADT) volumes on West Lakeshore Dr and Prim Rd have remained
relatively static (no significant change) since 2001. In comparison, urban area traffic volumes
declined by 4% in Vermont from 2006 to 2011.
VTrans is currently projecting zero short term (5-year) and long term (20-year) growth rates on
highways located in urban areas. Colchester’s population has also shown no growth in recent
years, even with continued development within the Town. In an effort to be conservative, a
5% growth factor has been applied to the 2012 DHV’s to develop a 10-year (2022) future
projection for use in analyzing the alternatives in this study.
Figure 3 also shows projected year 2022 peak hour volumes at this intersection.
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Prim Road

2.12 Congestion Analysis
Levels of service (LOS) at intersections are determined by the average control delay; measured
in seconds per vehicle. The methodology for analyzing LOS is established by the Highway
Capacity Manual (HCM)4. Table 2 summarizes the LOS/delay criteria for unsignalized and
signalized intersections. The analyses themselves were performed using Synchro/SimTraffic
software. SimTraffic was used to model unsignalized traffic conditions, as it appears to
provide delay and queue results more reflective of actual observed conditions than the
traditional HCM based unsignalized intersection capacity analyses.

Level of
Service
A
B
C

Table 2 - Intersection Level of Service Criteria
Avg. Delay
Avg. Delay
(sec/veh)
(sec/veh)
Level of
Service
Unsignalized Signalized
Unsignalized Signalized
≤10
≤15
≤25

≤10
≤20
≤35

D
E
F

≤35
≤50
>50

≤55
≤80
>80

VTrans’ Level of Service Policy5 establishes the desired LOS standards for the state highway
system. At unsignalized intersections having a two lane side street approach and 150 vph or
4

Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board, 2010

5

Highway Design “Level of Service” Policy, Vermont Agency of Transportation, May 31, 2007
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greater side street approach volume, the VTrans level of service policy establishes LOS D as the
desired design target on the minor street approach. Peak Hour approach volumes on Prim Road
exceed that threshold.
Table 3 summarizes the level of service, average delay (in seconds) and maximum queue
lengths calculated during the morning and afternoon peak hours. As previously noted, the
traffic volumes from the 2009 turning movement count were converted to design hour volumes
(DHV) and factored to 2022 year volumes (see Section 2.12 below) for the purpose of these
analyses.

TABLE 3 – Existing Conditions
Intersection Capacity Analysis Results
AM Peak
(7:30-8:30)
Approach/Movement

PM Peak (DHV)
(4:45-5:45)

LOS Delay Max Q LOS Delay Max Q

West Lakeshore Drive
EB Thru/Right
WB Thru/Left

B
C

11
18

24’
220’

A
D

10
32

36’
908’

Prim Road
NB Left
NB Right

C
B

23
13

55’
158’

F
C

116
25

447’
194’

Detailed level of service calculations are included in Appendix 2.
2.13
Safety Analysis
VTrans maintains a database of crash data throughout the State which is used to develop
critical rates for roadway segments and intersections. If the actual crash rate at an
intersection is higher than the critical rate it is classified as a high crash location (HCL). The
most recent VTrans High Crash Location (HCL) report for the years 2006-2010 lists the Prim Rd/
Lakeshore Dr intersection as a HCL. It is ranked 49th out of 124 intersections that met the HCL
criteria. In terms of the severity of accidents that are occuring, it ranks 57th with a severity
index of $24,746.
A review of the crashes within 200 feet of the intersection shows twenty four crashes on Prim
Rd and four crashes on West Lakeshore Dr. Table 4 provides a summary of the types of
crashes, time of day and weather. A majority of the crashes are rear end collisions occurring
during the afternoon peak hour on clear days. Seven of the eighteen rear end crashes were
northbound vehicles on Prim Rd and four were westbound vehicles on West Lakeshore Dr.
Chief Kirker of the Colchester Police Department also provided crash reports for the most
recent five-years at this intersection. The reports indicate that a majority of the northbound
rear-end crashes were right-turning vehicles on Prim Road that started to go and then stopped
because they saw a vehicle coming eastbound on West Lakeshore Dr. Upon stopping they were
rear ended by the vehicle behind who was looking left and thought they had already gone. The
westbound rear-ends were vehicles stopped on West Lakeshore Rd waiting to turn left onto
Prim Rd. The vehicles approaching from behind did not realize they were stopped waiting to
turn and rear-ended them. There were also rear-end crashes in the eastbound direction when
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a vehicle on West Lakeshore Dr would stop to let someone turn left off Prim Rd and were rearended by a second eastbound vehicle not expecting a stopped vehicle in that direction.

TABLE 4 - 2006–2010 Crash Data

Opp. Dir. Sideswipe

Thru Moves Broadside

Left and Thru Broadside

Right and Thru Sideswipe

Single Vehicle Crash

Total Crashes

28 18

1

3

4

1

1

Weather
Clear
Cloudy
Rain
Snow
Unknown

17 11
5 2
2 1
2 2
2 2

1
-

2
1
-

2
1
1
-

1
-

1
-

-

2
1
-

2
1
1

1
-

1

Total #

Rear-end

Type of Crash

Time of Day
6 am - 9 am (morning peak)
5
9 am – 3 pm (daytime off-peak) 9
3 pm - 6 pm (afternoon peak)
11
6 pm – 6 am (evening/night)
3

3
6
8
1

2.14 Signal Warrant Analysis
The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) provides nine warrants to be examined
when determining if a traffic signal should be installed at an intersection. The first three
warrants are related to volumes at the intersection and include tables and charts with
minimum volume requirements to evaluate the eight-hour, four-hour and peak-hour traffic
volumes at the intersection.
Existing traffic volumes do not meet the eight-hour volume warrant but do meet the peak-hour
and four-hour volume warrant as shown on the graphs in Figures 4 and 5.
Warrant 4 is the Pedestrian Volume Warrant. This warrant is satisfied if there are at least 100
pedestrians crossing the major street during at least four hours of the day. There were few
pedestrians observed during the peak hour counts at this intersection, therefore this warrant is
not satisfied.
Warrant 5 is the School Crossing Warrant and requires a minimum of 20 students during the
highest crossing hour to be satisfied. This intersection is not on a designated school route and
has few, if any, students crossing. It therefore does not meet this warrant.
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Warrant 6 is the Coordinated Signal System Warrant and is not satisfied by conditions at this
intersection.

FIGURE 4

FIGURE 5
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Warrant 7, Crash Experience, is satisfied when five or more reportable crashes that could have
been prevented by a traffic signal have occurred within a 12-month period. As mentioned
previously there were 28 reported crashes at this intersection in the five-year period from
2006-2010. There were five crashes every year during this period except for 2008, which had
eight crashes. The 18 rear-end collisions are not normally prevented by the installation of a
signal. The remaining 10 crashes are, but do not meet the five per year warrant threshold.
The Crash Experience Warrant is therefore not satisfied.
Warrants 8 and 9 are the Roadway Network and Grade Crossing warrants which do not apply to
this intersection.
2.15
Turn Lane Warrant Analysis
Exclusive turn lanes at intersections can help to reduce crashes particularly in higher speed
locations. Warrant analyses for both left- and right-turn lanes were conducted for this
intersection using 2012 DHV’s. The warrant analyses use VTrans protocol based on the
Harmelink method. The analyses indicate that an exclusive left-turn lane with a length of 175
ft is warranted on the westbound approach of West Lakeshore Dr during the afternoon peak
hour. The morning peak hour volumes also meet the warrants for an exclusive left-turn lane.
An exclusive right-turn lane was found not to be warranted on the eastbound approach of West
Lakeshore Dr.
2.16

Environmental and Cultural Resources

Flood Plains
The project area is fully outside the area designated on the FEMA flood maps as the 100 year
floodplain of Lake Champlain.
Wetlands
There is a Vermont State Wetland Inventory (VSWI) Class II wetland mapped on the west side of
Prim Rd approximately 500 ft south of West Lakeshore Dr. The area just north of this mapped
wetland contains hydric soils and may contain additional wetlands that could potentially be
connected to larger wetland areas and thus be classified as Class II wetlands. State regulations
require that a 50 ft undisturbed buffer be maintained around Class II wetlands.
Lakes/Ponds/Streams/Rivers
Lake Champlain (Malletts Bay) is located approximately 700 ft north of the intersection. There
are no ponds, streams or rivers within the project area.
Fish and Critical Wildlife Habitat
A review of the Vermont Agency of Natural Resource Environmental Interest Locator map
indicates that there are no known critical wildlife habitats in the project area. Fish habitat in
Malletts Bay would not be directly impacted by improvements at the intersection.
Rare, Threatened and Endangered Species
Based on the Vermont Agency of Natural Resource Environmental Interest Locator map, there
are no known communicates of rare, threatened or endangered species in the project area.
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Stormwater
The Malletts Bay Fishing Access and the Champlain Marina have Stormwater Discharge Permits.
Proposed improvements to the intersection should include appropriate design for stormwater
treatment to minimize water quality impacts.
Hazardous Waste Liabilities
A review of the Vermont Agency of Natural Resource Environmental Interest Locator map
indicates that there is one hazardous waste site near the project area. Champlain Marina had
petroleum contaminated soils and groundwater resulting from a leaking underground storage
tank that was removed. The site received a Site Management Activity Complete designation in
1996. This site is located outside the limits of the project area and would not be impacted by
any proposed improvement alternatives for the intersection.
Historic & Archaeological Resources
A report on historic and archaeological resources was conducted by Hartgen Archaeological
Associates for the VT Route 127 Scoping Study prepared by Dufresne-Henry. Hartgen’s report,
dated February 2000, identified two areas of historic sensitivity, one at the southeast corner
and one at the northwest corner of the intersection. The area on the southeast corner is
described in the Hartgen report as being near the location of a schoolhouse identified on
historic maps. The actual location of the schoolhouse may have been further east on the
former Bates parcel.
Rozzi’s Tavern, on the northwest corner of the intersection, is also listed as the possible site
for one of three historic structures identified on historic maps. The undisturbed portions of the
Laskeshore Dr roadside across from Prim Rd are also considered sensitive for historic resources.
Any disturbance to these areas associated with reconstruction of the intersection would require
further assessment by a Phase IB field reconnaissance.
Public Lands – 4(f) & 6(f) Properties
Potential 4(f)properties in the project area include those public lands with archaeological or
historical significance, wildlife or waterfowl refuges, public parks or recreation areas. In the
vicinity of this intersection such properties include the nearby:
• Malletts Bay Fishing Access, and the
• Malletts Bay Cemetery.
Section 6(f) properties are those public lands which were purchased and/or developed through
the use of federal Land and Water Conservation Funds. Neither of the two above properties
were acquired or developed with LWCF funding.
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3.0

PROJECT PURPOSE AND NEED

3.1
Purpose
The purpose of making improvements to the West Lakeshore Drive / Prim Road intersection is
to:
• Provide safe and efficient flow for vehicles on West Lakeshore Dr and Prim Rd;
• Address the safety issues resulting in the intersection being classified as a high crash
location; and
• Safely accommodate bicycles and pedestrians at the intersection.
3.2
Need
The need for improvements to the West Lakeshore Drive / Prim Road intersection is based on
the following deficiencies:
• Significant delay for traffic exiting Prim Rd during peak hours;
• Lack of turn lanes resulting in crashes between vehicles waiting to turn left and those
approaching from behind;
• Lack of pedestrian or bicycle facilities at the intersection.
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4.0

ALTERNATIVES INVESTIGATION

4.1
DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES
No Build Alternative
One option always included in an intersection study is the “Do Nothing” alternative. This no
build alternative would result in existing conditions being maintained at the intersection as
shown in Figure 2 and described in previous sections.
Advantages: This alternative involves no cost.
Disadvantages: The “Do Nothing” alternative does not meet the purpose and need for the
project.
Build Alternative 1
Alternative 1 signalizes the intersection, widens West Lakeshore Dr to add a westbound leftturn lane, and widens Prim Road to increase the length of the existing left- and right-turn
lanes. The corner radii would be increased to accommodate the turning movement of large
trucks to minimize encroachment into adjacent lanes. Figure 6 illustrates this alternative.
Advantages: Alternative 1 is a moderate cost alternative, and would reduce existing delays
experienced by turning vehicles. Signalization, which would include new pedestrian signals
and crosswalks, will also improve safety for pedestrians and bicyclists traveling through the
intersection.
Disadvantages: Alternative 1 will require acquiring additional right-of-way and utility
relocations. Access to Rozzi’s Tavern and Champlain Marina will be impeded. Delays to
through traffic on West Lakeshore Dr will increase due to the traffic signal instead of just
westbound through traffic being stopped behind left-turning vehicles.
Build Alternative 2
Alternative 2 incorporates all the improvements of Alternative 1. The principal difference is
that Alternative 2 includes a double westbound left-turn lane on West Lakeshore Dr instead of
a single left-turn lane. The double left-turn lane requires additional widening of West
Lakeshore Dr to the west and of Prim Rd to the south for traffic departing the intersection.
Figure 7 illustrates this alternative.
Advantages: Alternative 2 would reduce existing delays experienced by turning vehicles.
Signalization, which would include new pedestrian signals and crosswalks, will also improve
safety for pedestrians and bicyclists traveling through the intersection.
Disadvantages: Alternative 2 will increase the required additional right-of-way and utility
relocations, compared to Alternative 1, and will be more costly. Access to Rozzi’s Tavern
and Champlain Marina will be further impeded. Delays to through traffic on West
Lakeshore Dr will increase due to the traffic signal instead of just westbound through
traffic being stopped behind left-turning vehicles.
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Build Alternative 3
Alternative 3 realigns and signalizes the intersection so as to better serve the existing primary
traffic flow patterns. Figure 8 illustrates this alternative.
Advantages: Alternative 3 will reduce existing delays experienced by turning vehicles by
changing the two high volume turn movements (Prim Rd right-turns and West Lakeshore Dr
left-turns) to through movements. Access to adjacent commercial properties is improved.
Signalization, which would include new pedestrian signals and crosswalks, will also improve
safety for pedestrians and bicyclists traveling through the intersection.
Disadvantages: Alternative 3 will require extensive right-of-way acquisition and utility
relocations, compared to Alternatives 1 and 2, and will be more costly.
Build Alternative 4
Alternative 4 would construct a single lane roundabout at this intersection. To properly align
the roundabout, minimize impacts on adjacent developed properties and achieve the required
approach deflections, its center island would be relocated to the southwest of the existing
intersection. Figure 9 illustrates this alternative.
Advantages: Alternative 4 is the most effective of all alternatives in reducing existing
delays and improving safety. New crosswalks combined with new splitter islands will
provide improved safety for pedestrians and bicyclists traveling through the intersection.
Disadvantages: Alternative 4 will require additional right-of-way and utility relocations;
similar to Alternative 3. It is likely to be the most costly alternative. Access to Rozzi’s
Tavern and Lilac St is problematic and will reduce the effectiveness of this alternative.
4.2
DESIGN CRITERIA
Design Vehicle
The proposed improvements of Alternatives 1-4 will need to be designed to accommodate the
turning movements of a WB-62 design vehicle (48 ft long trailer). While the WB-67 design
vehicle (53 ft long trailer) is larger, it has been found that the AASHTO WB-62 templates
adequately model WB-67 vehicles which have their rear trailer axles pulled forward (common
in the Northeast and in urban areas).
Lane & Shoulder Widths
Using the Vermont State Design Standards, the recommended roadway cross-sections for West
Lakeshore Dr and Prim Rd are based on three primary criteria; their functional classification,
their traffic volumes, and their design speed. Although both roads are classified as urban
streets, they are of “rural” type construction (no curbs). The recommended minimum lane and
shoulder widths for rural minor arterials (Prim Rd and West Lakeshore Dr east of Prim Rd)
having a 35 mph design speed and a 400+ vph DHV equal 11 ft and 5 ft, respectively.
On a major collector (West Lakeshore Dr west of Prim Rd) having a 35 mph design speed and a
2,000+ vpd AADT, the recommended minimum lane and shoulder widths equal 11 ft and 3 ft,
respectively.
Bicycle / Pedestrian Accommodations
As noted earlier, the recommended preferred paved shoulder width of West Lakeshore Drive’s
on-road bicycle lanes equals 5 ft. On Prim Rd, the minimum paved shoulder width for use by
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bicycles (but not a signed bike lane) equals 3 ft. This is important, as the shoulder width
beyond that needed to adequately accommodate bicyclists need not necessarily be paved (e.g.
a 3 ft paved shoulder plus a 2 ft graded gravel shoulder to the outside of that would satisfy the
above 5 ft recommended shoulder width).
Future construction of the planned off-road bike path along the south side of West Lakeshore
Dr between Prim and Church Roads will avoid the need for extensive shoulder widening along
that roadway segment. This future bike path, coupled with existing sidewalks and paved
shoulders, will provide adequate bicycle and pedestrian accommodations at this intersection.
This project’s alternatives, therefore, should include pedestrian/bike connections and
crosswalks at this intersection. Signalization (Alternatives 1-3) should also include pedestrian
signals.
Compliance with Complete Streets Legislation
The CCRPC in collaboration with its member municipalities, state and local partners have
historically taken a multimodal approach to transportation planning. The Vermont Legislature
sought to further encourage these best practices with the passing of Complete Streets
Legislation (Act 34) which became effective on July 1, 2011. Its purpose is to ensure the needs
of all transportation users, regardless of their age, ability or preferred mode of transportation,
be considered in all transportation projects. Similar to past projects, the needs of all
transportation users have been considered for this Project, and where appropriate, have been
accommodated within the design of the build alternatives as seen throughout Section 4.0. It is
therefore determined this scoping project is in compliance with the complete streets
legislation.
Signs & Pavement Markings
Standards for the placement, design and retroreflectivity of traffic signs, signals and pavement
markings are outlined in the MUTCD. The proposed build altneratives will be designed to
conform to current MUTCD requirements.
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FIGURE 6
ALTERNATIVE 1
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FIGURE 7
ALTERNATIVE 2
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FIGURE 8
ALTERNATIVE 3
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FIGURE 9
ALTERNATIVE 4

4.3
EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
Traffic Operations
Intersection capacity analyses were performed using Synchro software for Alternatives 1-3,
which include signalization. Analyses for Alternative 4, the roundabout, were performed using
Highway Capacity Software (HCS 2010). Table 5 summarizes the levels of service, average
delays and maximum queue lengths calculated for Alternatives 1 and 2. Because Alternatives 3
and 4 realign the intersection and their movement labels are different; their levels of service,
average delays and maximum queue lengths are shown in Tables 6 and 7, respectively.

TABLE 5 – Alternatives 1 and 2
Intersection Capacity Analysis Results - 2022
Alternative 1
Signalization/Single
WB LT Lane
AM Peak
Approach/
Movement

Alternative 2
Signalization/Double
WB LT Lane

PM Peak

AM Peak

PM Peak

LOS Delay Max Q LOS Delay Max Q LOS Delay Max Q LOS Delay Max Q

West Lakeshore Dr
EB Thru/Right
WB Left
WB Thru

C
B
A

26
10
6

417’
422’
71’

C
B
A

30
17
8

355’
583’
324’

C
A
A

21
8
7

323’
111’
71’

C
A
A

21
8
9

355’
151’
324’

Prim Road
NB Left
NB Right

C
C

26
27

12’
108’

C
C

26
27

55’
241’

B
C

20
21

11’
106’

C
C

21
22

55’
241’

TABLE 6 – Alternative 3
Intersection Capacity Analysis Results - 2022
Alternative 3
Signalization & Realigned
Intersection
AM Peak
Approach/
Movement

PM Peak

LOS Delay Max Q LOS Delay Max Q

West Lakeshore Dr
WB Thru
WB Right
EB Left/Right

B
A
C

15
3
21

346’
19’
310’

B
A
B

19
4
20

455’
41’
310’

Prim Road
NB Left
NB Thru

B
B

11
13

9’
243’

B
C

11
22

47’
502’

Caution should be used in interpreting the results shown in Table 5. Specifically, the delays
and levels of service for the Prim Rd NB right-turn movement in both Alternatives 1 and 2
include the effect of a large (>80%) right-turn on red volume reduction. If that percentage
decreases, the delays experienced by that movement increases. As a test, the pm peak hour
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analysis for Alternative 1 was done in which the number of right-turns on red were reduced
from 80% to 40%, This resulted in F level of service and a maximum queue length in excess of
500 ft for the Prim Rd NB right-turn movement. In Table 6 (Alternative 3), the 500+ ft
maximum queue length for the Prim Rd NB right-turn movement is similarly the result of
changing that right-turn movement to a through movement and eliminating the large right-turn
on red volume reduction. In Alternative 3, however, the delays and level of service remain
within desired ranges for that movement.
Likewise, the delays and levels of service for the West Lakeshore Dr WB double left-turn lane
movement shown in Table 5 for Alternative 2 are based on relatively equal utilization of both
turn lanes. If two departure lanes are not continued southbound on Prim Rd for a sufficient
distance, motorists will recognize that the ensuing merge will be difficult; causing the laneutilization to become unbalanced and thus achieving little benefit over Alternative 1.

TABLE 7 – Alternative 4
Roundabout Capacity Analysis Results – 2022
Alternative 4
Single Lane Roundabout
AM Peak
Approach/
Movement

PM Peak

LOS Delay Max Q LOS Delay Max Q

West Lakeshore Dr
EB All
WB All

B
A

12
8

23’
23’

B
D

13
33

58’
370’

Prim Road
NB All

A

9

45’

C

17

150’

Right-of-Way Acquisition / Easements
Each of the four build alternatives will require varying levels of additional right-of-way,
construction easements and utility relocations. Alternatives 1 and 2 impact the north side of West
Lakeshore Dr along the Rozzi’s Tavern, Champlain Marina and Fishing Access properties more so
than Alternatives 3 and 4. Conversely, Alternatives 3 and 4 impact the Coates and Harbor View
Plaza properties more so than Alternatives 1 and 2.
Impacts to Natural & Cultural Resources
There are no major environmental impacts anticipated as a result of constructing either
Alternative 1 or 2.
Permitting Requirements
Act 250
No Act 250 permit is anticipated to be required due to the proposed alternatives not disturbing
greater than 10 acres of land. Additionally, there are no properties immediately adjacent to
this intersection that are already under Act 250 jurisdiction.
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Stormwater
The West Lakeshore Drive / Prim Road intersection is located in an urban area subject to MS4
jurisdiction. In addition, a stormwater discharge permit is likely to be required for Alternatives
2-4 due to their adding greater than 5,000 sf of new paved impervious surface to the
intersection and its approaches.
NEPA
Should this project proceed to design and construction using State and Federal funding, it must
conform to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) which requires documentation of
impacts through either an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), Environmental Assessment
(EA) or, in the most abbreviated form, a Categorical Exclusion (CE). This intersection
reconstruction project would most likely qualify for the preparation of a CE.
Other Permits
Since there are no streams, wetlands or natural habitats know to exist that would be impacted
by the intersection reconstruction, none of the following permits are expected to be
applicable: 401 Water Quality, 404 Corps of Engineers, Stream Alteration, Conditional Use,
Shoreline Encroachment or Endangered/Threatened Species.
Initial Estimates of Potential Costs
Preliminary opinions of potential costs for Alternatives 1-4 are shown in Table 8.

TABLE 8 – Initial Estimates of Potential Costs
Alternative
1
Right-of-Way Acquistion

$50,000

2
$100,000

3
$200,000

4
$150,000

Construction

$500,000

$700,000 $1,000,000 $1,500,000

Engineering (PE & CE) (20%)

$110,000

$160,000

Subtotal

$660,000

$960,000 $1,440,000 $1,980,000

Contingency (20%)

$130,000

$190,000

Total

$240,000
$290,000

$330,000
$400,000

$790,000 $1,150,000 $1,730,000 $2,380,000

In addition to the above costs, operation and maintenance of a traffic signal in Alternatives 1-3
will add an estimated $2,000 per year to the above costs. This represents an additional yearly
cost associated with those alternatives over Alternative 4.
Evaluation Matrix
Table 9 presents an evaluation matrix summarizing the natural/cultural resource impacts and
permitting issues associated with each of the alternatives.
Alternatives Presentation Meetings
An alternatives presentation meeting was held on October 24, 2012 with VTrans planning and
design staff. Notes from this meeting are included in Appendix 3.
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Local alternatives presentation meetings were held as part of Colchester Selectboard meetings
on November 13, 2012 and May 14, 2013. Invite letters were mailed to all adjacent property
owners. Public notices were also posted at the Town Offices, posted on the Town’s website
and circulated to local media to advertise the meeting. Copies of the notice, minutes and
comments from these meetings are included in Appendix 4.
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TABLE 9 - Evaluation Matrix
Do Nothing
Existing
Conditions

Alternative 1
Alternative 2
Alternative 3
Signalization & Signalization & Signalization &
Single WB
Double WB
Realigned
Left-Turn Lane Left-Turn Lane Intersection

Alternative 4
Roundabout

Natural & Cultural Resources
Agricultural Land

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

Wetlands

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

Possible
Impacts

Possible
Impacts

Water Quality

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

Existing Vegetation

No Impact

Minor
Impacts

Minor
Impacts

Minor
Impacts

Minor
Impacts

Biological Resources

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Areas of Scenic Beauty

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Archaeological /
Historical

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

Hazardous Waste

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

No Impact

Flood Hazard

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

4(f) Property

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

6(f) Property

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Act 250

No

No

No

No

No

Stream Alteration

No

No

No

No

No

Stormwater Disch.
Permit

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Wetlands CUD

No

No

No

No

No

Endangered/Thrtnd
Species

No

No

No

No

No

Army Corps of Engineers

No

No

No

No

No

401 Water Quality

No

No

No

No

No

Archaeological/Historical

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Categorical Exclusion

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Section 4(f)

No

No

No

No

No

Section 6(f)

No

No

No

No

No

Construction Gen.
Permit

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Local Permits

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Permit Issues
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5.0

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

The 2001 Scoping Study recommended that a roundabout (Alternative 4) be constructed at this
intersection. That recommendation was not endorsed by the Town as the Preferred
Alternative.
The Do Nothing Alternative clearly does not satisfy the Purpose and Need Statement for this
intersection and should not be considered to be a viable alternative.
While Alternatives 1 and 2 are less costly and create less impacts than Alternatives 3 and 4,
they do not efficiently serve the predominant traffic flow on what is now VT Route 127; Prim
Rd and West Lakeshore Dr east of Prim Rd. The only advantage provided by Alternative 2 over
Alternative 1 is in minimizing queue lengths on the westbound West Lakeshore Dr approach.
Traffic entering and exiting Champlain Marina and the Fishing Access will experience increased
difficulty in both Alternatives 1 and 2. Likewise, traffic entering and exiting Rozzi’s Tavern
and Lilac St also be problematic and will contribute to inefficent traffic flow through the
intersection.
Alternative 4, the roundabout, will experience less than desired levels of service on its
westbound West Lakeshore Dr approach during the afternoon peak hour. Long queues will also
occur on that approach, but will not cause the operational inefficiency and potential safety
issues to the extent that Alternatives 1 and 2 will. Again, traffic entering and exiting Rozzi’s
Tavern and Lilac St will contribute to inefficient traffic flow through the roundabout.
Alternative 4 is also the most costly of the four alternatives.
We recommend that Alternative 3 be selected as the Preferred Alternative for this
intersection. Of all the alternatives, it most efficiently and safely services the predominant
traffic patterns on VT Route 127. It also provides the best access management to properties
adjacent to the intersection, including Rozzi’s Tavern and Harbor View Plaza. Additionally,
traffic entering and exiting Champlain Marina and the Fishing Access will continue to have to
cross only one westbound lane of traffic instead of the multiple lanes associated with
Alternatives 1 and 2.
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